Use GALAXIE as the soundtrack of your life - Your Musical Universe!

Music to match your every mood and every situation; 24/7

Several channels in each of the genres Rock, Pop, Country, Classical, Jazz and more

Delivered in pristine, digital–quality audio

THE 100 CONTINUOUS MUSIC CHANNELS OF THE GALAXIE NETWORK:

ROCK

CLASSIC ROCK
Classic rock of the late ’60s to the ‘80s.

ROCK ALTERNATIVE
The essence of rock today: new and newer tunes.

ADULT ALTERNATIVE
Contemporary pop rock with great songs from yesterday.

FRANCO ATTITUDE
French alternative rock and rap by the hottest artists of the new generation.

ROCK
Great rock from the ’80s to today.

CANADIANS
A country with music styling’s as varied as its landscape.

CANADIAN INDIE
Independent music at its best!

INDIE CLASSICS
From the days when Alternative really meant Alternative. The most influential tracks from Punk to Britpop.

ROCK ANTHEMS
From Aerosmith to ZZ Top - the biggest stadium anthems on the channel that just rocks.

HEADBANGER
A focus on today’s heaviest bands taking metal into tomorrow.

ROCK OF AGES
If Woodstock means something special to you, we’ve got your music right here.

COUNTRY

HOT COUNTRY
All the hits of new country.

COUNTRY CLASSICS
The best-loved traditional and classic country music.

FRANCO COUNTRY
The very best in francophone new and traditional country.

FOLK ROOTS
The best songwriting and storytelling.

JAZZ

JAZZ MASTERS
Artists that shaped and changed the world of jazz.

All the classics!

JAZZ NOW
An aural snapshot of the world of jazz today.

Cool and contemporary!

THE BLUES
Classic blues from the ’30s to the new artists of today.

BIG BAND
Relive the big band era at its best. Also featured are early forms of jazz.

SMOOTH JAZZ
Easy listening jazz music and the hottest contemporary jazz artists.

DEEP BLUES
From back porch picking to bar room rocking, 80 years of authentic Blues.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Easy listening with style.

COOL JAZZ
Smooth and sophisticated. Jazz in a lighter mood.

CLASSIC RNB AND SOUL
Motown, Stax, Philly and more, all the movers and shakers of the soul years!

POP

POP ADULT
From today’s hitmakers to perennial favourites.

HIT LIST
Today’s hottest hits with recent favorites.

FRANCO POP
The greatest pop hits and urban music of the ‘90s from the French-speaking world.

NOSTALGIE
The quintessential chanson française of the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s.

EASY LISTENING
Showcasing well-known melodies.

FRANCO RÉTRO
A hit parade of ’60s French pop songs.

THE LIGHT
Inspiring pop and folk Christian music.

SWINGING STANDARDS
The names are legendary. The songs are classics.

GREATEST HITS
A music collection full of Greatest Hits CD’s.

UK CHART-TOPPERS
Songs topping the charts across the pond.

DRIVE
If you prefer pop with a hint of rock, park your ears here.

FREEDOM
Pop music with the feelgood factor, from the ’60s to today.

ALL DAY PARTY
Don’t wait for the weekend, it’s ladies night whenever you want.

SILK (LOVE SONGS)
Never mind the Ballads, here are the Love Songs!

CHANSONS
Songs of life in the language of love.

TOP DÉTENTE
Bilingual mix of today’s best music and yesterday’s favourites.

MOTOWN
Celebrating the distinctive sound of Motown records.

DECADES

SOUVENIRS
The hits from 75 to 90 that you keep on singing (bilingual).

FLASHBACK ’70S
Relive an explosive musical decade that was the ’70s.

UK CHART-TOPPERS
The hits from 75 to 90 that you keep on singing (bilingual).

JUKEBOX OLDIES
Rock and roll from the ’50s and ’60s.

REMEMBER THE ’80S
The best of pop music from the ’80s.

NOTHIN’ BUT THE ’90S
A musical journey through the 20th Century’s last decade.

‘60S
Feeling groovy? Take a time machine to the decade when pop music was new.

REVIVAL ’60S & ’70S
All your favourite hits from two great decades.

SOHO ’70S
Everyone’s a winner, whether you’re a dancer, a rock or a lover.

2000s
Songs that evoke great memories.

REWIND
If you can’t choose just the one decade try this combination!
SURROUND THE WORLD
Music inspired by cultures around the world.

JAMMIN'
Hot reggae and Island music.

RIDDIM
Ska, Roots, Dancehall – whatever your taste in Reggae, old or new, it’s all here.

WORLD MUSIC

POP CLASSICS
The world’s best loved melodies of the past 200 years.

BAROQUE
Rich melodic music from 1600 to 1750.

CLASSIC MASTERS
Concertos, symphonies and ballet music, from 1760 to today.

CHAMBER MUSIC
Classical music at its most intimate!

OPERA PLUS
The most popular operas and choral music.

CLASSICAL GREATS
The Classical ‘big guns’.

CLASSICAL CALM
Bach without the bite, the gentler side of Classical.

CLASSICAL ORCHESTRAL
A comprehensive range of beautiful symphonic masterpieces.

GALAXIE PLUS

THE SPA
Purely instrumental electro-acoustic music.

NATURE
The ultimate in back to nature.

THE CHILL LOUNGE
Nowhere else! A mix of soft electronica.

KID’S STUFF
The world’s best children’s entertainers and storytellers.

MOUSSES MUSIQUE
A musical wonderland for francophone youngsters.

TRANCE
All day, all night - Trance whenever you want it!

NEW AGE
When everything else just annoys, try something different!

CHILLOUT
Your own personal wind down zone, calm and serene.

PLAYGROUND
Songs, lullabies and fun for the under 7’s.

HOLIDAY FAVOURITES
All your favourite holiday songs on one Galaxie channel.

FRANCO FÊTES
A return to the holiday of your youth à la française.

URBAN

URBAN BEAT
All-urban music featuring recent hits.

HIP HOP
Rhythms, rhymes, samples and beats.

DANCE

DANCE CLUBBIN’
From the dance floor to your living room!

ECLECTIC ELECTRONIC
Electronic music for lifestyle clubbing.

GROOVE (DISCO AND FUNK)
Full on Disco and Funk; try keeping still to this.

BASS, BREAKS AND BEATS
The cutting edge of dance music.

DANCEFLOOR FILLERS
Non-stop - 24 hours a day, the biggest and best new dance anthems.

MULTICULTURAL

LATINO TROPICAL
Today’s hottest salsa, samba and tropical stars.

WORLD CARNIVAL
An ever-changing mix of carnival music from different destinations around the world.

VOLKSMUZIK
Volksmusik from the 1970s to today.

SCHLAGER
Germany’s own distinctive contribution to the world of popular music.

SOMMER HITS
German Hits! Your very own party - whenever you want it!

SOUTH AFRICAN TRADITIONAL
Celebrating the long and diverse musical heritage of South Africa.

FARSI
Persian popular, family-oriented music.

TAGALOG
Chart toppers from the Philippines.

LATIN
Music with more than a hint of spice – Latin Style.

TÜRK MÜZIGİ
An exclusive selection of popular Turkish music.

MANDO POPULAR
Mix of current and classic ballads and soft pop, from Mando-Pop genre.

GUANGDONG
Pop hits from the ‘70s to the present. Relaxing and familiar mix of music.

THE ASIAN FLAVOUR
Focus on current, top 40 Asian Pop that is currently charting in East Asia.

ARABIC
A variety of current, popular and classic Arabic songs.

BOLLYWOOD HITS
Focus on Bollywood hits of the ‘80s, ‘90s, and 2000s but including classics from the ‘70s.

HINDI GOLD
Popular Hindi music from recent hits to favourite classics.

SOUNDS OF SOUTH INDIA
A familiar mix of South Indian hits from various genres and spanning different generations.

PUNJABI
Bhangra, House (Indian style), Asian Massive, Pop, Underground and Fusion Music, from today’s Indian music scene.

CLASSICAL INDIA
Indian music with a classical twist. The best of classical music from all over India.

ROMANCE LATINO
The themes and artists who have made several generations fall in love.